Services
House
Readings ~ Clearings ~ Blessings
House Readings ~ Every House tells a Story! A House Reading will assist the
owner by understanding the Energy makeup of their home. Within the structured
walls are many objects, people, guests, energies, vibrations, spirit forms and
activity. Old or Brand New, there is Energy that Exists. Even the land that your
home dwells upon, has Energy from its Past.
House Clearings ~ Most people that ask for a House Clearing Feel, Hear or See
Activity in their Home. They know it is there and it exists, though they do not fully
understand what it is, or how to Release this Energy. If there is an ‘outside’ Energy
that has found its way into your Home, or may have already existed prior to your
arrival, one may immediately and/or over time, sense a different personality within
themselves, family members or pets. Is your Energy Tired, Irritable, or do you have
Relationship issues, money problems, wild dreams or strange activity going on that
just won’t stop? It may be time to “check-in” and figure out IF there is an ActiveEnergy going on within your Home.
Whether you have energies moving in or about your Home or not ~ it is always a
good idea to have a House Clearing.
Everything needs to be Cleansed eventually. Like Dust settling onto Furniture, or a
dog with mud on his paws walking across the white carpet leaving pawprints, or a
pile-up of boxes stored in the corner of the basement or a room, just sitting there
stagnant. It’s HOLDING ENERGY! Eventually things will need to be broken down,
sorted through, Cleansed and Cleared. Feng Shui is an Ancient Art that teaches
how to balance out these Energies in any given space of the home, which enables
the inhabitants to live in a restful and peaceful sanctuary.

Your home has multiple guests, families, friends, activities, and parties, and that is
a LOT of ENERGY. Technology is also a big Energy Sucker, like Televisions, Radios,
Phones and Computers, these items fill the house with electromagnetic activity.
We typically aren’t going to let go of these items, though we can learn how to Seal
the energy being emitted from these devices, as to keep things in and around the
home at peace. Spirits tend to use Electronics to bring themselves forward!!!
We all have a home, and we all have activity, good or bad.
It is important to Keep the House Clean of Debris from the Floor’s Foundation all
the way to the Roof Top.
Energy is Energy, good or bad ~ It’s everywhere.
Mary performs House Clearings of Old Energy and unwanted Activity. She looks
for open Portals that may be an Entry for Energy wanting to try and enter in, and
begin to hang out within your home.
During Mary’s Session, she will begin her Routine, by Reading the House as she
enters each Room. Then she will Clear any unwanted and/or unnecessary energy
held within, and conclude with a House Blessing.
Believe it or not ~ we can do this via phone if you are not local.

In addition, ~
Trying to Buy or Sell a Home?
Mary provides her Intuitive Guidance when in the search for Buying a Home, or
Selling a Home, and provides a Mantra to the Home Owner in their Assistance of
their Home Sale or Purchase.

Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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